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Introduction 
The formal geometric approach to systems of differential equations gives a unified 
differential geometric treatment of various invariants, for example, symmetries and 
characteristic classes of solutions such as conservation laws (cf. [5,6]). In fact the 
spectral sequence introduced by Vinogradov [8] contains most of the various invariants 
hitherto known and enables us to see various interrelationship among them. There 
exists, however, no general method of computing this important spectral sequence, 
except for the class of determined systems such as evolutionary equations. 
We give, in this paper, a method of symplifying its computation for the involutive 
systems of differential equations, by amplifying the concept of “Janet sequence” intro- 
duced by Pommaret [4] to the universal linearization of involutive systems of nonlinear 
differential equations. Although the verification needs various facts on diffieties, these 
are not necessary to apply the method to concrete differential equations, which can 
be easily assimilated by reading the examples given in Section 5. 
There are various equivalent definitions of involutiveness of systems of differential 
equations. We adopted one whose intuitive meaning is easily seen. This definition 
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is inspired by the notion of GrSbner basis, which now is fundamental in the field 
of computer algebra. In fact, the condition of the involutiveness is equivalent to the 
existence of a “Grobner basis” of special type for the differential ideal defining the 
system of differential equations (cf. [7] for more details). 
Our method of computation is powerful in obtaining various vanishing results (cf. 
Corollary 5.3.2). However it does not drastically simplify the computation of nonzero 
part, although it does eliminate certain part of the calculation, which seems helpful in 
actual computation. 
We also explain fundamental aspects of formal geometry, which is quite simple, so 
that this paper can be read independently of other papers. 
Notations. We use the following notations: 
N, = (1,. . . ,m}, 
Z = The set of intergers, 
z, ={nEZlnLO}, 
M(n) = Z; considered as an abelian monoid (cf. Section 4.1), 
1; = (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. , . ,O) (1 on the i-th place), 
IcyI = (~1 + . . . •t a, for a = (or,. . . ,a,) E M(n), 
M(n,I) = M(n) x I for a finite set I, 
R = The space of real numbers endowed with the usual topology. 
1. Diffieties 
1.1. ROO-manifolds 
Let I be a countable set. Denote by R’ the set of all the maps 1+ R endowed with 
the product topology. This space can be considered as if it were a finite-dimensional 
Cm-manifold (cf. [l] for details): F or each subset J of I, denote by pi := ps : RI + RJ 
the projection. The elements of 
C”(R’) := u p;C=‘(RJ) 
JcI finite 
are called Cm-functions on RI. In other words, if we denote z; := z(i) (z E RI, i E I), 
then a function f : R’ + R is C” if and only if there is a finite subset J and a C”- 
function fJ : RJ + R such that f(z) = _fJ(xjlj E J), where f~(zjlj E J) denotes the 
value of fJ on the point whose coordinates are (z~jl j E J). The set of subsets 
{ pylU 1 J c I finite, U c RJ open} 
forms a base of the topology of Rz and the elements of 
c”(p;W) := u P;c cY(P;)-w 
Kr)J, K finite 
are the C”-functions on pslU, where pJ : RK ---f RJ denotes the projection. 
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When I N Z+, we write R” := RI. The various objects such as C03-functions, 
vector fields, differential forms, etc., do not depend on the choice of the index set I. 
Let U be an open set of RI and f : U + R” be a map, where I’ is a countable or 
a finite set. We say that f is C” if xi o f is C” for all i E I’. A bijection f : U -+ U’ 
between open subsets U and U’ is called a difleomorphism if f and f-l are C”. 
Let II denote the pseudogroup of all local diffeomorphisms of RI. A PI-structure 
(cf. [3]) on a topological space X is called an R”-manifold. This terminology is justified 
by the following trivial remark: If there is a bijection from I to I’, then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the set of II-structures and that of IIt-structures. 
Example 1 .l.l. Let A4 be a finite dimensional Cm-manifold and r : 3 + M a C”- 
fibering. Let Jk3 + M be the L-th jet bundle of 3 and J,3 be the projective limit 
of the projective system of morphisms: 
. . . - Jk+l_F - Jk3 - Jk_13 - - -a. 
Then J,3 is, in fact, an RI-manifold: Let K : U x Rm --+ U be a local trivialization of 
the fibering r over a chart {Ul(xl, . . . ,x,)} of M and let (Us,. . . , urn) be the standard 
linear coordinates on R”. Put 1 := N, u M(n,N,). Then J,3 is an R’ manifold: 
xi := x(i) (i = 1,. . . , n) are the standard linear coordinates on R” and 
% := z((a,p)) for (a, P> E M(n, N,) 
stands for the partial derivatives (O/Ox)auP. 
Note that J,3 is paracompact when M is paracompact. 
1.2. Vector bundles on R”-manifolds 
Let X be an Rm-manifold. A triple (E,r,X) is called a Coo-vector bundle of type 
Re (f 5 oo) over X if E is an Rm-manifold, r-‘(x) (x E X) has a structure of R’- 
vector space and, for each x E M, there is a neighbourhood U of x and a set I with 
111 = !, and a diffeomorphism cp : T- lU - U x R’ which maps n-‘(y) isomorphically 
onto the real vector space {y} x Re. Let U be an open subset of X. We denote by 
r(U, E) the space of all the C”-sections over U of the vector bundle E + X. 
Let (E,n,X) b e a Cm-vector bundle of type R”. Denote by E* the disjoint union 
of the dual vector spaces of r-‘(x) (x E X), and by a* : E’ + X the projection. We 
call this triple (E*, r*, X) the dual vector bundle of (E, r,X). We also say that E* is 
a vector bundle of type (Rw)*. 
Although E’ is not an R”- manifold, we can define the notion of a Cm-section of 
it as follows: Let 1 be a countably infinite set and q~ : n_lU + U x R’ be a local 
trivialization of r : E + X. Let ‘p; : (T*)-‘U + U x (RI)’ be the corresponding 
trivialization of E*. Note that there is an injection L : (R’)’ ct RI defined by 
L(o)(i) = cr(e;) for Q E (RI)*, i E I, 
where e; E Rz is defined by e;(j) := S;j (j E 1). D enote the restriction of x; : Rr + R 
to (R’)*.also by the same letter x;. Then, a section s : U + (T*)-‘U is called C” if and 
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only if all the functions zin2cp&s (i E 1) on U are C”, where 7r2 : U x (RI)* + (RI)* 
is the projection on the second factor. 
We will mostly consider vector bundles of type either (R”)* or R’ (1 2 oo). 
Description by local frames. Let r : E + X be a Coo-vector bundle of type R” 
and cpu : T -lU + U x Rz its local trivialization. Let s; E I’(U,E) be defined by 
s; = 96’ o e;, where e;(z) := {z} x ei. Let si E I’(U,E*) be the dual basis defined by 
(si,sj) = 6;. Then 
qu, E) = {C&Z fisi 1 fi E C”“(U)}, 
r(U, E’) = { &zgisb 1 g; E C”“(U), g; = 0 except for finitely many i’s} . 
Morphisms. Let ~1 : Er + X and ~2 : E2 t X be vector bundles over X of type 
Rel and Re2 respectively. A Coo-map Q : El + E2 is called a morphism if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
@p(x) := qT;l(z) : 7r,‘(cc) - 7r2 -l(z) are linear for all 2 E X. 
A morphism cp : El + E2 induces a map cp* : E,* ---f ET, which sends Coo-sections to 
O-sections. 
We put 
Hom(Er, E2) := {v : El -+ E2 1 morphisms}, 
Hom(E,*, ET) := {cp” : E; ---f ET 1 cp E Hom(Er, E2)). 
A morphism q : El + E2 is called injectiwe or surjective, respectively, when Q(z) 
is injective or surjective. When @ is injective we call the pair (El, a) a subbundle of 
E2. We also call the image @(El) a subbundle of E2. 
Lemma 1.2.1. Hom(Er, E2) N Hom(E,*, Ef). 
Example 1.2.1. The tangent bundle TX of an Rm-manifold is a vector bundle of 
type Rw and its cotangent bundle T*X is its dual bundle. Let (U, 2; 1 i E I) be a local 
chart of X. Then TX has a local trivialization over U: In fact (a/&; I i E I) is a local 
frame of TX over U and 
r(U,TX) = { -jy(Lzg 1 fi E C”(U)}. 
i 
Denote by (dzi I i E I) the dual frame. Then 
lT( U, T*X) = xg;(x)dci+ Sfi;i;e;w;;;; ;ts= ’ except for . 
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We note that I’( U, TX) has the structure of a Lie algebra defined by 
where < = C Ei8/8x:;, 77 = C qi8/dx;. 
1.3. Diffieties 
Let X be an RP-manifold (1 5 CO). A subbundle H of TX is called integrable if it 
satisfies [l?(H), l?(H)] C l?(H). 
Example 1.3.1. Let H be the subbundle of TJ,3 whose local frame is given by 
dl,...,d,, where 
a 
4 := dzi+ c 
(w’KM(n,N,) 
Since [d;, dj] = 0, H is integrable. 
A pair (X, H) f o a manifold of type Re (1 5 CO) and an integrable subbundle H of 
TX of type R” (TZ 5 CO) is called a difietyl and we call n = rank H its base dimension. 
Adapted coordinates of a diffiety. A local coordinate system 
(Xl,...,% (Uj I j E J>> 
is called adapted if there is a local frame dl, . , . , d, of H of the form 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let (X, H) b e a difiety. Then for each x E X there exists a neigh- 
bourhood U of x and a local frame [I, . . . , In of H such that [&,&I = 0 (1 5 i,j 5 n), 
where n is the base dimension. 
Proof. Let {U; (xi.1 i E I)} b e a local chart around x. Let 71,. . . , q, be a local frame 
of H. Let 7; = C 73 a/dxj. Then we can choose il, . . . , i, from I such that the matrix 
($) (1 5 j,k 5 > n is invertible near x. We can then obtain another local frame 
Cl, * . . , Cn of H of the form 
’ This name was introduced by Vinogradov in [lo]. 
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where I’ = I\{ il, . . . , in}. Then 
whence IV4 = 0 and [&, <j] = 0. q.e.d. 
Such local frame {U, ((1, . . . , &)} of H is called normal. 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety. Let U be an open subset of X and G a subset of C”“(U). 
Denote by pe(G) the subalgebra of C”“(U) generated by 
When pm(G) = C”“(U), we call 6 an H-generator of C”(U). When every point 
z E X has a neighbourhood U and a finite H-generator of C”“(U) we say that (X, H) 
is a difiety offinite type. 
Example 1.3.2. (JJ, H) is a diffiety of finite type. In fact, we can locally take, as 
an H-generator, {ul, . . , , urn, xl,. . . , xc,}. 
Spectral sequence associated to a diffiety. Let (X, H) be a diffiety. Denote by 
{R*(X),d} the de Rh am algebra of X and put FP = l?(~pHl) .0*(H), where HI c 
T*X is the bundle of the elements vanishing on H. Then dFP c FP and we obtain 
a spectral sequence {ETpVP(X), dFyq} converging to the de Rham cohomology H&,(X). 
See [5,6] for various interpretations of this spectral sequence. 
1.4. Subdiffieties defined by prolongation 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety and suppose Y is a submanifold of X. Then Y is called a 
subdifiety if H Iy is a subbundle of TY. The pair (Y, H Iy) is, then, a diffiety. 
A subdiffiety Y, whose dimension equals to the base dimension, is called a solution. 
Construction of subdiffieties (Prolongation). We can construct subdiffieties of 
a diffiety starting from submanifolds. Let Y c X be a submanifold. Let I c C”“(X) 
be the ideal of the functions vanishing on Y. Let I” (k 2 W) be the ideal of C”“(X) 
generated by pk(l) and d enote its zero set by Yk, which is called the k-th curving of Y. 
When Y, c X is a submanifold, Y, is a subdiffiety. This is called the subdiffiety 
carved out of Y and will be denoted by Y,. 
Example 1.4.1. (oo-prolongation of differential equations.) Let R be a submanifold 
of JkF. Let R, := (7ri1R)oo, where irk : J,R + JkF is the projection. Then 72, is 
nothing but the oo-prolongation of the diflerential equation R. 
The significance of various concepts related to difieties will be clearer if one keeps 
this key example in mind. 
2. Linear horizontal differential equations on diffieties 
On diffieties, we have a class of differential equations called ~o~~~~~~u~. Its defini- 
tion is done by using horizontal jet bundles. We also introduce the basic notion of 
H-conneclions on vector bundles on diffieties, which we also need in the next section. 
We fix a diffiety (X,H) and a vector bundle ?r : E --+ X of type Re (e 5 CO). 
2.1. H-connections on vector bundles on diffieties 
An B-connection on E is an R-bilinear map D : I’(H) x I’(E) - I’(E) which sends 
([, S) to Dts, satisfying the following conditions: 
for f E C”(X), [ E I’(H) and s E I’(E). 
Example 2.1.1. The normal bundle V = Z’/H has the following H-connection 
DPIN := E, rllW for E E r(H), 7 E rpx), 
where q+- E I’(V) = I’(TX)/I’(H) d enotes the class represented by 7 E I’(I!“X). 
Let D be an H-connection of r : E -+ M . Then we have an H-connection D* on 
the dual bundle E” -+ X defined by 
(D;s, f) = F(s, f> - (s> Drf) 
for s E lY(E*), f E r(E), e E r(H), where (s,f) I--+ (s, f) denotes the natural pairing 
r(~*) x rf_q --i cyx). 
An H-connection D on E is called flat if it satisfies [DE, D, ] = D[,,,] for all [, 7 E 
w+ 
Lemma 2.1.1. The H-connection D is flat if and only if D* is flat. 
Proof. We have 
w;, q1 - D?;,,]b’ f) = 4% (Pf7 41 - D[fJ7]>f> 
for [,r E r(H), s E r(E*), and f E I’(E). q.e.d. 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety and w; : Ei -+ X vector bundles of type Ret with fiat 
connections D; (i = 1,2). A vector bundle morphism (L? : El --+ E2 is called an 
H-morphism when p(Dtf) = Dt(pf) for [ E l?(H) and f E I’(&). 
Remark 2.1.1. Let (X,11) b e a dimety and Y its subdiffiety. Let 7r : E -+ X be a 
vector bundle on X with a flat H-connection D. Then Elly + Y has a na.tural flat 
H-connect.ion DIy. 
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H-flat connection on JZF. Define II’ : I’(H) x I’((JzF)*) - I’((JzF)*) by 
DD;j = X o Df for [ E I’(H) and f E I’((JzF)*). Here E is regarded as a horizontal 
linear differential operator from C”“(X) to C”“(X). Ob viously this is a flat connection 
and induces a flat connection D on the dual bundle JEF . 
The dual (JzF)* is a vector bundle of type (R”)*. Th is as an increasing filtration: h 
F” c (J;F)* c (JFF)’ c . . . . 
H-flat connection on the infinite prolongation R,. Let R c JEF be a system 
of horizontal linear differential equations. The exactness of the sequence 
0 - R, - J,F ‘poq J,HFl 
implies that R, has a natural flat H-connection, since vrn is an H-morphism. 
Expression by local frames. Let (z;, (uJ 1 j E I)) be an adapted coordinate and 
{sl,... , .s”} a local frame of F. Let {si 1 i E N,, IS E Z”+} be the local frame of JEF 
and {&,li~ N,, u E ZT} the dual frame of (Jz F)‘. Obviously we have 
whence Dzipt = P:+(~). 
From this, we have 
if r; = 0, 
whence 
Let Fl be another vector bundle over X of a finite rank and let (p’, . . . ,p”} and 
W7 * . . , q’} be local frames of F” and Fl*, respectively. Then a vector bundle mor- 
phism @ : JkHF 4 FI is described locally by 
Q*(d) = c &Pi for i = l,...,!., 
I~llk,j 
where pi, E C”“(X). The induced map ace : JZF -+ JzFl is described by 
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3. Cohomology of H-flat vector bundles on diffieties 
3.1. Cohomology associated to flat H-bundles 
Let 7r : E -+ X be a vector bundle over a diffiety (X, H) and D a flat H-connection. 
Define 
s2&(E) := r(ApH* @ E), 
the element of which is regarded as C” (X)- multilinear alternating map from l?(H) X 
. . . x I’(H) to I’(E) sending &, . . . , &, to w(&, . . . ,tp) E I’(E). 
Define the differential d : sZk( E) -+ s2~1(E) by 
for tl,. .dppfl E w), w E O&(E). Then it is easy to check that a2 = 0 and we 
obtain a complex {!2~(E),a}, which we call the horizontal de Rham complex with 
coefficients in the flat H-bundle E. 
Description of frames. Let (z;, (~j 1 j E I)) b e an adapted coordinate system and 
{sj Ij E J} be a local frame of E. Let d; (1 5 i 5 n) be the local frame of I’(H) 
determined by d;xj = &j. Let 
DdiSj = c r$Sk for (i,j) E N, x I. 
k 
Then, for w @ sj E I’(APH* @E), we have 
a(W 8 Sj) = dW @ Sj + (-l)‘W A c dXi rtj @ Sk 
i,k 
for j E I, 
where 8 : lT(ApH*) -+ I'(ApSIH*) is induced from the exterior differentiation: 
d (f dxil A . . . Ad&) =xd;fdxiAdxilA...AdxiP. 
We denote by Hi(X, E), or simply by Hi(E), th e i-th cohomology of the complex 
V%(E)> a>* 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety. Give Ep = r\p(TX/H)* = APH~ the flat connection induced 
from the standard one on H. Then 
Proposition 3.1.1. (i) Hq(X, Ep) N E,P7q(X, H) (cf. Section 1.3), 
(ii) H’(X,TX/H) N L(X), the L’ ae algebra of Lie-Bticklund transformations. 
Linear map induced by an H-morphism. Let El and E2 be vector bundles over X 
with flat connections and p : El + E2 an H-morphism. This induces yp : G&(E,) + 
s2&(E2) for each p and, moreover, commutes with a. Hence v induces also 
H*(p) : H*(X, El) -+ H*(X, E2). 
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3.2. Computation of the cohomology of JEE and its dual 
Let (X,H) be a diffiety, with X being paracompact, and E -+ X a vector bundle 
of finite rank. Let JEE + X be its infinite horizontal jet bundle endowed with the 
flat H-connection defined in Section 2.2. We calculate the cohomology of the H-flat 
bundles JZE and its dual (JZE)‘. 
Theorem 3.2.1. (i) For i # 0, Hi(X, J,“E) II (0). 
(ii) The jet extension map jg : r(E) --f I’( JEE) induces un isomorphism 
I?(E) N H’(X, J,HE). 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let n be the rank of H. 
(i) For i # n, Hi(X, (JgE)“) N (0). 
(ii) The inclusion map E* c (JZE)’ induces an isomorphism 
H”(X, (J,HE)*) N I’(A”H* @ E*). 
The proofs are given in Sections A.l-2. 
3.3. Free resolutions of flat H-bundles 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety and E -+ X a vector bundle of type Re (e 2 CO) with a 
flat H-connection D. A free resoldion of (E, 0) is an exact sequence of vector bundle 
morphisms on X: 
2 
0 - E - J,HFo 2 J,HFI -% J,H& ?.+ . . . , (3.3.1) 
where F;‘s are vector bundles of finite rank on X and pi = a’; for some Qi : JgF; + 
F;+l. In particular, pi’s are H-morphisms (cf. Section 2.1), whence (3.3.1) induces a 
complex of horizontal linear differential operators: 
r(Fo) 2 r(Fl) 3 r(Fz) 2 . . . , (3.3.2) 
where Vi = V@.,. Denote this complex by {l?(F.),D.} and its i-th cohomology by 
Hi(I(F.), D). 
Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose that (3.3.1) is a free resolution of(E,D). Then 
Hi(X, E) 2~ H@(F.), D). 
We prove this in Section A.3. 
On the other hand, (3.3.1) ’ d m uces another exact sequence of vector bundles 
0 - E” + ( JD”Fo)* $- (J”&)* s ( JooF2)* 2 . . . . (3.3.3) 
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Definition 3.3.1. Let Cp : JFE --+ F be a vector bundle morphism. This induces an 
H-morphism Qk : (JZF)” - (JgE)*, hence a homomorphism Hn(X, (JzF)*) + 
Hn(X, (JEE)‘) and finally, because of Theorem 3.2.2, induces a linear map 
I’(F* @ /PH*) - I’(E* @ A”H*). 
We call this the formal adjoint of Z)Q and denote it by Vi. 
Proposition 3.3.2. D$ is a horizontal linear di.erential operator of order k. 
Proof. We use the notations of Section 2.2. Then Qk is given by 
Then for < = C f;qi dx E I’(F* @ AnH*), 
Thus there is a morphism cP+ : Jf(F* @J A”H*) -+ E* @ l\“H* described locally by 
which satisfies Di = VQ+. 
Thus (3.3.3) d in uces a complex of horizontal differential operators 
q.e.d. 
0 +-- I’(F; @ A”H*) s I’(F; @ A”H*) D:. a.2 
whose i-th homology KerD:,/ImV+, is denoted by H;(I’(F, @ A~H*),DD,~). 
Theorem 3.3.3. If (3.3.1) is a free resolution of (E, II), then 
Hi(X, E*) 21 H,_i(r(F,’ @ A”H*),Dz) for 0 5 i 5 n. 
See Section A.4 for the proof. 
4. Janet sequences for the involutive systems of linear horizontal differential 
equations 
4.1. Notations on multi-indices 
We put M(n) := ZT and consider it as an abelian monoid with the addition defined 
by 
(a + P)i = Qi + Pi for i = 1,. . . ,n, 
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(0 E M(4). 
For a E M(n), we put IQ] := or + . . . + a, and 
MT(n) = {a E M(n) [[a[ = T} . 
We denote by 1; the multi-index (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . ,O) (1 on the i-th place). 
Let I be a finite set and put M(n,I) := M(n) x I and MT(n,I) := MT(n) x I. We 
define, for (Y E M(n) and (8,~) E M(n,I), 
at (P,p>:= @+P,p>. 
A subset C c M,(n,I) is called saturated if, for all (~,i) E C, the element (o - 
lj + lk, i) also belongs to C, whenever j, k E N, satisfy k > j and oj # 0. 
Example 4.1.1. Suppose 72 = 3 and T = 3 and I consists of a single element so that 
we identify M(3,I) = M(3). Then 
Cl := UO,O, 3), (0,1,2), (0,2, I), (1,0,2)> 
is saturated, whereas 
x2 := w, 0,3), (0,2, I>, (1, 0,2)> 
is not, since (1,0,2) - 11 + 12 = (0,1,2) 6 C2. 
Example 4.1.2. For a subset C c MT(n,I), the set 
XI := {(lj,(a,p)) Ij > class(a), (a,~) E C} c M(n,C) 
is obviously saturated. 
For o(# 0) E M(n), th e integer k satisfying ~1 = . . . = cy~;__r = 0 and ok # 0 is 
called the class of CY and is denoted by class (Q) . We write /3 < (Y (o,p E M(n)) if 
p; = 0 for i > class (a). For example, class (O,O, 0,3,0,5,0) = 4 and 
(2,3,4,5,0,0,0) < (O,O, 0,3,0,5,0>. 
The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 4.1.1. For r > 0 and Q E M( ) n with [CY~ > T, there exists a unique decom- 
position (Y = CY’ + CY” satisfying a’ < CY” and IQ”/ = r. 
Let < be a well-ordering on M(n,I) . 
Definition 4.1.1. The order < is called admissible if it satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(i) i < j implies li + p < lj + p for all p E M(n,I), 
(ii) p < $ implies cr + p < o t p’ for all o E M(n). 
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Example 4.1.3. Fix a linear order on 1 and give the lexicographical ordering to 
M(n) defined by 
a</3++ forsomerEN,: a;=p;(Vi>r)anda,<&.. 
(i) The pull back of the product ordering on Z+ x M(n) x I by the map 
M(Q) 3 (a,i) H (lc+cy,i) E Z+ x M(n) x I 
is admissible. 
(ii) Suppose I c M(n, J) for some finite set J and suppose an admissible ordering is 
given on M(n, J) . Then the pull-back ordering of the product one on Z+ x M(n, J) x 
M(n) by the map 
M(n, 1) 3 (a, U-G>> H (14, (a + A.&4 E Z+ x Mb, J> x -44 
is admissible. 
4.2. Modules with generators indexed by M(n,I) 
Let I be a finite set and fix an admissible linear ordering on M(n, I) 
Let A be an algebra and put 
V:= @ d.e,. 
&M(nJ) 
We define, for II = C, aPeP, the princzj~l index pi(v) := max{p ] uP # O}. Obviously 
we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let (up lp E M(n,I)) b e a f amily of elements of V with pi(v,+) = p. 
Then 
V:= $ da,. 
PEM(~J) 
4.3. Involutive systems of linear horizontal differential equations on diffi- 
eties 
Let (X, H) be a diffiety such that rank H = n, and F + X a vector bundle. 
Let R c JFF be a vector subbundle and C a saturated subset of MT(n, I), with 
#I = rank F. 
Definition 4.3.1. The differential equation R is called quasi C-involutive if, for each 
point 20 E X, there are local frames {d, I 1 5 p < n}, {ej I j E I}, respectively, of H 
and F, such that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) [d;, dj] = 0, 
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(ii) Let {ej} be the frame ofF* dual to {ej} and ez := d”er E I’((JzF)*), where we 
also denote D,7j, by d;. Then R is defined by 
F”,P = eP _ o1 c Gi:i(x)ei = 0, (o,p) E C, (4.3.1) 
(PA)<(~,P) 
where the G,,, a’p’s are local smooth functions on 72,. 
The local frames {d;} and {ej} satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) are called good 
for R. The set C is called the principal index set of R. 
Definition 4.3.2. A quasi C-involutive differential equation R is called C-involutive, 
if it further satisfies 
(iii) For each (a, p) E C and j > class CX, the following holds: 
d .pP = dkFff’7P + c Ap”:;:;deFh + 
3 
c B;;;7jFP74, 
(P,qEC 
(4.3.2) 
where, k = class CY and (I’ = (Y + lj - lkj which belongs to C because C is saturated, 
and A;:::$, B;,‘,“” are now local smooth functions on R,, and the first summation is 
taken over the indices (t, ,f3, q) satisfying (,f?, q) E C, 1 2 class (0) and ,f3 + le < CY + lj. 
Remark 4.3.1. When R is C-involutive, the condition (iii) is satisfied for all good 
local frames {di} and {ej}. 
Proposition 4.3.1. The horizontal differential equation R is C-involutive if and only 
if the annihilator vector bundle (RW)’ c (JEF)* of the oo-prolongation R, is gen- 
erated by the following: 
{dPFaYP I P << a, (a,~) E C}. (4.3.3) 
We note that if R, is generated by (4.3.3), then these sections are local frames of 
R,, since the elements of (4.3.3) are obviously linearly independent. 
This immediately follows from the next lemma which says that the other prolonged 
equations of the form dflFO?P (p $ CX) can be expressed as linear combinations of 
(4.3.3). 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let R be a quasi C-involutive diflerential equation, defined by (4.3.1) 
with respect to good frames {di} and (e;}. Put 
2 := UP, (QY, P)) E 2; x c I P K 4. 
Then R is involutive if and only if for all ,/3, (a,~)) E 2 
&F”,P = &‘Fff’,P 
+ c A,,&-@j, w43,w 
r,G 
where the summation is taken over the indices y, S, j satisfying y << 6, y + S < cr + p, 
and (6, j) E C. Further, the A,,s,j ‘s are local COO-functions and (/3’, cr’) is the unique 
element of 23 x Z;(r) satisfying p + cy = ,!Y + CX’ and ,O’ << CX’ (cf. Lemma 4.1.1). 
For the proof, see Section A.5. 
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4.4. Involutiveness of the compatibility conditions 
We use the notations of the previous subsection. Let R c J,F be a C-involutive 
differential equation. Put FI := JFF/R, so that the following is an exact sequence of 
vector bundle morphisms: 
0 - R - JrHF 2 FI - 0. 
The prolongation pr( R) is defined to be the kernel of the prolonged morphism cpy : 
JT!,F + JIHFl (cf. Definition 2.2.1), and we have an exact sequence of vector bundle 
morphisms: 
97 0 - /III(R) - JTH+,F - JIHFI. 
The involutivity of R implies that the image R1 of p: is a vector subbundle of JyFl. 
This horizontal differential equation can be considered as expressing the compatibility 
conditions of R. We will show that this is involutive. 
Put 
C2 := {(li,(a,p)) 1 (cr,p) E C, i > classcr} C Z:(l) x C, 
which is saturated (cf. Example 4.1.2), and give it the admissible ordering defined in 
(ii) of Example 4.1.3. 
Proposition 4.4.1. The horizontal differential equation R1 is &-involutive if R is 
C-involutive. 
Proof. Suppose {di} and {ep} be good local frames of H and F. Denote by {eg} the 
frame of (JgF)* induced from the dual frame {ep} of F’. Let R be defined by (4.3.1). 
By the involutiveness of R, we have (4.3.2) for (j, ((.y,p)) E Cr. 
Let (71~7~ 1 (cqp) E C) be th e 1 ocal frame of FI* such that the morphism (v”)* : 
Fl’ --f ( JrH F)’ is given by vayP I-+ Fa+‘. Then the prolonged map (cp”,)* : (JzFl)* -+ 
(JzF)* is given by v;” cf d@FQyP. The annihilator vector bundle (R’)’ C (JyFl)* 
has, as a local frame, {w,*” 1 j > class (Y, (cr,p) E C}, where 
with the indices (f?, ,f3, q), in the second summation, satisfying e 2 class (p), (,f3, q) E C 
and le + (,f3, q) < lj + (CX, p). The co-prolongation Rk of R1 is defined by 
@pW.j~Vp I P E Z”+, (i (~4) E W 
Lemma 4.4.2. The Rk is defined by 
d@W,*‘p = 0, P K lj, (j,(%P)) E x2 
if the horizontal diflerential equation R is C-involutive. 
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Proof of Lemma. Consider S := I?((J~Fr)*) as a module over d, the algebra of 
smooth functions. Obviously 
Let S’ and S” be submodules of S defined, respectively, by 
S’:= @ d.v;7p 
P<<%(a,P)EC 
and 
S” := 
@ A . dp WJyyp. 
P<l,,(i(ol,P))E& 
We have S N S’ $ S”, because 
{pi(d”WJy7*) I/3 < lj, j > class o, (o,p) E C} 
= UP+lj,(o,p))IP~ Ij, j >classo, (o,p)E C> 
= {(A (a#)) I P P= a7 (%P) E J2 7 
where the last equality is due to the following remark: If ,f? $ o, then ,6 = /3’ + lj, 
j > class Q and ,0’ < lj with j determined by /?j # 0 and pk = 0 (C > j). 
Since {dPF”T* 1 ,f3 < cr,(a,p) E C} is li nearly independent over d, the prolonged 
morphism 90, is injective on S’. On the other hand 90, is, obviously, zero on S”. 
Hence Ker p”, = S”. Th e 1 emma finally follows from S” c (I&)’ c Ker ~0,. q.e.d. 
Now the Proposition follows from this lemma and Proposition 4.3.1. 
The above proof also shows the following 
Corollary 4.4.3. If R is C-inwolutive, then 
Im((&J*> = VLo)‘, 
Ker ((pk)*) = (Rk)*. 
4.5. Janet resolution of C-involutive linear horizontal differential equations 
Let C c M,(n,I) b e a saturated subset and R” c JTHFo be a C-involutive linear 
horizontal differential equation. We can now explicitly construct a free resolution of 
R, of the form (3.3.1). 
Put Fl := J,“Fo/R’ and let 9’ : JFFo + Fl be the projection. Put 
R1 := Im(&’ : J,“,,Fo + JyFl) c JFFl. 
Supopose R1 # JFFI. We proved, in the previous subsection, that this is a Cl- 
involutive system of horizontal linear differential equations, with the principal index 
set 
X2 := {(lj, (a,~)) E Ml(n, C) 1 j > class(o)}. 
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Put F2 := JyF1/R1 and let q’ : JFF1 + F2 be the projection. Put 
R2 := Im(p: : JFFl + JyF2) C JFF2. 
Suppose R2 # JyF2. Then, as before, this is a Ca-involutive system of linear horizontal 
differential equations with 
CS := {(ll~, lj, (a,~)) E Ml(n, C) 1 k > j > class (a)}. 
Continuing this process, we obtain vector bundles {F,} and vector bundle morphisms 
9 s : J,HF, --+ Fs+l whenever R” := Im(+$-r : JzHFs_l + JIHFs) # JIHFs, so that 
the system of linear horizontal differential equations R, is C,-involutive with 
Es := 1 (lj,_,,lj,_,,...,lj,,~,P) $$-;,;:~; ;),g A > . . > (4.5.1) 7 
Furthermore the sequence of vector bundle morphisms: 
0 1 2 
0 - Row --f J,HFo % J,HFI ‘p, J,F2 3 . . . 
is exact because of Corollary 4.4.3. 
Define class(C) := min {class (a) 1 (a,~) E C}. 
Corollary 4.5.1. Put k := class(C) - 1. Then the flat H-bundle R, has a free re- 
solution of length n - k: 
0 + R”, - J,HFo -_, ... - J,HF,_rc - 0. 
In particular, by Propositions 3.3.1 and 3.3.3, 
Hi(X, R,) = (0) for i>n-k, 
Hi(X,(R,)*) = (0) for i<k. 
5. Application to involutive systems of nonlinear differential equations 
5.1. Involutive systems of different ial equations 
Let C be a saturated subset of M(n,I), on which we fix an admissible ordering <. 
Let F + A4 be a C”-fibering such that dim M = n and dimF = n + m, where 
m = #I. Let R E J,3 be a subbundle. 
Definition 5.1.1. The differential equation R is called C-inwolutiveif for each point po 
of R, there are local coordinates (x;, (uj 1 j E I)) of 3, w h ere Z;‘S are local coordinates 
on M, satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) The submanifold R n U c U is defined by. 
FavP = u”, - Ga,p($, &PI E c, (5.1.1) 
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where 
(ii) For each (a,~) E C and j > class a, 
(5.1.2) 
where k = class CY and (Y’ = cx + lj - lk, which belongs to C because C is saturated, and 
A;:;:: ) Bp,q (y7q’3 are smooth functions on JT3, and, in the second summation, the indices 
(1, P, q) satisfy (,O, 4) E C, e I class (P) and P t 1~ < (Y t lj* 
The local coordinates satisfying the condtion (i) are called good for R. Since the 
condition (ii) means that the projection’R,+l --+ R is surjective, we have obviously the 
following 
Lemma 5.1.1. When R is C-involutive, the condition (ii) is also satisfied for all good 
coordinates for R . 
We can prove the following proposition by using a variant of Lemma 4.2.1. 
Proposition 5.1.2. When R is C-involutive, then R, c J,3 is a smooth subdifiety 
defined by 
dpF”‘P = 0 7 P e aY, (%P) E c. 
Remark 5.1.1. For any differential equation R, it can be proved that we can find 
a saturated subset C c M(n,I) and local coordinates satisfying (i) such that C = 
C(R) is uniquely determined by R and that generic systems of coordinates are good. 
Moreover R is involutive in the standard meaning if and only if ‘R is C(R)-involutive. 
Thus, the class of differential equations considered here is the same as the one of the 
involutive systems of differential equations in the usual sense. 
5.2. Universal linearizations of systems of differential equations 
For a Coo-fibering n : M + N, we denote, by V(M + IV), the vector subbundle of 
TM which is formed by the vectors tangent to the fibers of r. This is a vector bundle 
over M. 
Let 3 --+ M be a smooth fibering of usual manifolds of finite dimension. We put 
F := V(3 + M). Obviously we have 
Lemma 5.2.1. J,F N V(J,3-+ M) for r 5 CO. 
Put, now, F := F x3 J,3, which is a vector bundle of finite rank over the diffiety 
J,3 . We can show without difficulty the following 
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Lemma 5.2.2. JFp N J,F x _7,,3 J,3 for r < co. 
These lemmas imply the following 
Lemma 5.2.3. Jgp N V(J,3 + M). 
Now, let R c J,3 be a system of differential equations whose co-prolongation 
R, c J,3 is a smooth subdiffiety. Put FR := F x3 R,, which is nothing but the 
restriction of the vector bundle p + J,3 to R, and, by R,, the vector bundle on 
R, defined by R, := V(‘R, ---f M). Since 
V(R, + M) c V(J,3 + M)ln, z J,&, = J,HFR, 
we consider R, as a vector subbundle of JzFFR. 
We now show that R, is the oo-prolongation of a system of linear horizonal differ- 
ential equations. 
Denote by Fl the vector bundle on R , which is the quotient of V(J,3 + M)ln by 
R := V(R ---f M). By Lemma 4.3.1, we have a vector bundle morphism 
q : J,FIR = V(J,3 + M)ln - FI, 
whose kernel is exactly R. 
Put FIR := Fl xR 72,. Then cp induces a vector bundle morphism over ‘I?, 
@ : JXIR XR, %c - FI XR, Em. 
This can be regarded as a morphism 3 : JyFR - FF, because 
Jd’la XR, R, = J,F xJ,3 2, 
= J;(F x3R,) = J,HFR. 
Now, $ induces L,?& : JzFR -+ JzFIR, (cf. Definition 2.2.1). We can easily prove 
Lemma 5.2.4. The following sequence of vector bundle morphisms over R, is exact: 
O-R, L+ JHFR doS J,HFIR. co 
We will extend this sequence to the Janet resolution of R, in Section 5.3. 
Definition 5.2.1. By the universal linearization of R, we mean any of the follow- 
ing three objects: the morphism 9 : JTHFR --f FIR, the horizontal linear differential 
operator 
D, : I’(R,, F*) - I’(&,, FIR), 
and the linear subbundle 
e(R) := Ker $j c JyFR. 
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Since R, = V(R + M), we have, by Proposition 3.1.1, the following important 
Proposition 5.2.5. 
Ef,q cx IP(R,, /‘P(R,)*), 
L (Xx) = H”(K,, R,). 
Explanation by local coordinates. We can take the following local coordinates: 
M: (X) = (Q 1 i = 1,. . .) n), 
3: (x:, 4 = (x:, (u” I P E m 
J7-3: (VL) = tug I (w) E M(G), 1~4 I T)), 
F: (2, u, U) = (XL’, u, (UP I P E I>>, 
Jd’: (vL,U> = (x:, (UP,, u: I (w) E M(G), 14 I d). 
Note that the Uj’s form a frame of the dual vector bundle of F + 3. 
Suppose the equation R c Jr3 is defined by 
F” = 0, k= 1,...,e 
with F” E Coo(JT3). Th en the vector bundle R c J,FIx on R is defined, at 2 E R, 
bv 
(5.2.1) 
Now we can choose a system of functions (TI) = (VI,. . . , we) as fiber coordinates of 
Fl := J,FIE,/R -+ 72, such that cp : J,FIR - FI is given by 
v*b”> =c g u,p, k = l,...,!. 
ff,P 
(5.2.2) 
We can take the following linear coordinates on the fibers of vector bundles: 
(Uii I (w> E q x hn), 
---+ I’(R,, FF) is given by 
fork = l,...,m 
and Go0 : JzFFR - JzFlx is given by 
vz = da 
The universal linearization e(R) is defined by 
t(Fk) := c g U,p = 0, k E Ie 
a,P 
a 
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We can show that the universal linearization of a C-involutive system of differential 
equations is C-involutive: 
Proposition 5.2.6. ,Let C be a saturated subset of MT(n) I). Let F + M be a C”- 
fibering such that dim A4 = n and dim F = n + #I. Let R c J,F be a C-involutive 
system of differential equations. Let R, c J,F be the co-prolongation of R and put 
FR := V(F -+ M) x3X!,. Let R = e(R) c JFF be the universal linearization of R. 
Then R also is C-involutive system of linear horizontal differential equations. 
Proof. We use the above notations. Suppose R is defined by (5.1.1). Then the uni- 
versal linearization R := 1(R) is defined by 
Since 4?(d;g) = d;!(g) for g E C”(R,), the condition (5.1.2) implies 
whence R is C-involutive. q.e.d. 
5.3. A method of computing invariants of involutive systems 
We can now explain a method of simplyfying computation of invariants of involutive 
systems. 
Let T : .F -+ M be a smooth fibering of finite-dimensional manifolds. Let n := 
dimM and I be a set with #I = dimension of the fibers of r. Let C c Mr(n, I) be 
a saturated subset (cf. Section 4.1) and R c J,F be a C-involutive system (cf. Sec- 
tion 5.1). We use the local expressions introduced in Section 5.2. When R is given 
by 
where 
FaJ’ = u”, - C a,&) (%P) E x7 (5.3.1) 
the involutiveness can be expressed by, for each (cr,p) E C and j > class cy, 
where, k = class cr and cy’ = (Y + lj - lk, which belongs to C because C is saturated, 
and A;;:;$, BP”:,“” are smooth functions on J,F, and in the first summation, the indices 
(e, p, q) satisfy (p, q) E C, 1 I class (0) and ,B t le < cr t lj. 
Let R, be the oo-prolongation of R, which is a smooth diffiety by Proposition 5.1.2. 
Let FR and F1* be the vector bundles onver R, introduced in Section 5.2. Then, we 
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can take a frame (uQ 1 (a,~) E C), so that the morphism q” : JTHFR + FIX * is given 
by 
?Ia,P - 
-.f 
“gp := @Wp) = ,TJ, _ c $u;. (5.3.3) 
P 
By (5.3.2) we have 
djf Q,P = d#‘,P + c a;;;;jdefP,q + c b;:g”7jfPvq, (5.3.4) 
(P,q)EC 
with the same range of the indices as for (5.3.2). Thus the equation R1 C JIHFIR is 
defined by 
Wi%P ._ d. o,P _ .- 3v dkdP + c a;~;~~devP7q + c b;:;'jvP,q > . (5.3.5) (P,Q)G 
By the involutiveness of R1 (Proposition 5.2.6), we have 
with appropriate conditions for the indices under the summation. Thus the dual bundle 
of F2 has a local frame wj@*P with $ : JIHFIR --f F2 given by 
(V’)*( 
,j,ff,p) = w.i,a,p 
and R2 c JlHF2 is defined by 
This process can be continued up to n steps, and then we can locally descirbe the 
Janet sequence as follows: Let C, be defined by (5.2.1). The dual bundle of the bundle 
F, --+ 72, has (w’ 1 X E C,) as a local frame and the morphism ‘ps : JIHFs + F,+I is 
described by 
for (l;, lj, p) E CS+r, where 
d&+“) = djV(rs+) + c Cp$kr,,x 
is the system of defining equations of R” c JIHFs. 
Let 
f’(F.) : 0 + l?(Fo) - r(Fl) + .a. + I’(F!) --+ 0 
(1 6 n) be th e J anet sequence induced by the morphisms C@ : JHFs + F,+l and 
R”,(F.) : 0 + R&(Fo) - R7;i(Fl) p: R&(F2) c . . - =,+_, R;(Fe) + 0 Do,’ 
its dual. Then, by TRW/H N R,, Proposition 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.3.3 show the 
following 
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Corollary 5.3.2. E:“(R) = 0 for q < class(C) - 1. 
5.4. Application to determined systems 
Suppose the equation ‘R is determined, that is k(C) = n, which means, that 
c = (((0,. . . , v%P) IP E 0. 
Then the Janet sequence is 
0 - ryF0) 2 qq - 0 
with Fl = 72, x RC (locally) and 
and the dual sequence 
with 
and we again obtain the “two line theorem” of Vinogradov [5,9]: 
Theorem 5.4.1. 
(0) q<n-1, 
El’9 y 
1 Ker I-0: q=n-1, 
Im Vo+ q = 72. 
For examples of the application of this result, see [2, lo]. 
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5.5. Example: An involutive system of one unknown function 
Let M = R$,y and 3 = M x R, and consider 
R := {f”” = fyy = 0} c J23, 
where 
fYY := uyy - sYY(+ Y, u, ux, uy, uxx), 
f”Y := uzy - gZY(2, Y,~,%m~y,%z), 
(5.5.1) 
where we also write U, (a E M (2)) by usa. Let C := {(0,2), (1, l)}, which obviously 
is saturated. The system (5.5.1) is C-involutive if and only if 
dyfxY - dxfYY -_= 0 modd,f"Y,dyfYY,fxy,fYY. 
Since 
d,f”y - d,fyy 
=- {SC” + gCYuy + g%,y + g:,yu,, + g:;zuuIIy} 
+ { 9:” + g:” % + 9:: %, + g:;uzy t g::, u,,,} 
= - {gy"" +g:'u, tA,"@" tg,";gyy t g:;z(d,gzy)} 
+ {gl” tg,Yyuz tg1:u,, + g~;g"ytg~~,u,,,} 
module fxy, fYY, dyf5y, the system (6.3.1) is C-involutive if and only if 
gu,.T yy = ($2J2, 
;iygxy = &gyy, 
where 
d, := g + ux; t ux& t gxy& 
a5 Y zy := 2 + uy& + g”Ydu a 
dY 
+ gYY d _t lxgXY - 
X dUY 8UxL.z * 
We now fix the following solution of this system of differential equations: 
57 yy = z&./3, 
gxy = ?&/a. 
Then the compatibility condition is given explicitly by 
d,fxY - d,fYY = -uxxd,fxY. (5.5.2) 
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The system 
d,“f”Y = 0 for n 2 0, 
d,“d,“fYY = 0 for 72, m 2 0 
is the independent set of the defining equations of the oo-prolongation 
R,c J,F=R:,,x n R,,. 
&M(2) 
The family of functions (2, y,uy, (u, ) n E Z+)} where U, := u(,,-,)[R, is a global 
coordinate on R, . 
We now consider the universal linearization. We have 
with cp : J2FR + FIR given by 
By (5.5.2), we have 
dyvxy - dxvyy = u,,dxvxy. 
The derived index set is C2 = { (11, (0,2)} , and F2 = R, x Rw, with ‘pr : JIHF~ -+ F2 
given by 
w = vy”” - VI” - u,,?J;y. 
Thus, the complex of linear horizontal differential operators corresponding to the Janet 
resolution of (5.5.2) is d escribed as follows: Put A := Cm(R,) = Cm(z, y, uy, (un 1 n E 
Z+)). Then 
I’(Fc,) N I'(F,) N A, 
II’ N I'(F;) N A $ d, 
I'(F2) N I'(F;) z d, 
and the Janet sequence is 
O-d%d$d%d-0, 
with 
DO(V) = (dxd,cp - u;x&, d;v - uxxd:cp), 
V&“Y, ‘pyy) = dy(pxY - d,@‘Y + u,,d,(p”Y. 
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The dual Janet sequence is 
v+ v+ 
0-AZA$AdA-0, 
with 
Doof (@Y, $9YY) = d,d,$9”Y - d;(u&cp”y) + d;vYY - d:(G,@Y), 
Do,+($) = (dy$ + &&249,-w). 
We note that the derivations d,, d, of A are defined by 
d,uy = u&./2, 
d,u, = Un+l b E z+>, 
d,u = uy, 
d,u, = u:,/3, 
dyu, = d;-l(u;,/2) (n 2 1). 
A Proofs 
Al. Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 
Denote by Q&(JzE) the sheaf of germs of the sections of the vector bundle ASH @ 
JEE + X. Then 6’ induces a complex of sheaf morphisms: 
Q’;,(J,HE) : ... - ;zZ,-‘(JZE) + &(J,HE) - @(JgE) --f . .a. 
Since M is paracompact, it suffices to show that the sheaf cohomologies ‘HP’s satisfy 
‘FIp N (0) forp> 1,
{ G for = 
where denotes the of of of 
For each E let be adapted coordinate on which E trivial. It suffices to 
prove 3.2.1 when M = U and E = U x R’. Put CP = I’(ApN @ JZE). We 
use the notations of Section 2.2. Put A := C”“(U). Then 
Cp N n A. s; @ dxil A . . . A d&, 
where the range of the indices is: 
i = l,...,T, 0 E M(n), 1 < ir < . . . < i, 5 n (A.l.l) 
and the differential is given by 
d (fs; @ dxil A . . . A dxip) 
= sf, @ af A dxil A . . . A dxip - C, f . s;_~, dxil A . . . A dxip. 
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Put 
FqCP := n A. s; 8 dxil A . . . A dxip, 
where the condition for the indices is (A.l.l) and 101 + p 2 q. Then we obtain a 
decreasing filtration such that dFqCp c FqCP+l. Denote by {ETpyq,dPsq} the spectral 
sequence associated to this filtered complex. This spectral sequence obviously con- 
verges to H*(C’) and the El-term is described by 
E,P III A 61 HP@+,??), 
where 
cp := n R . sf, @ dxil A . . . A dxip 
and 
8 (s; @ dxil A . . . A dxip) = - c s& @ dxj A dxil A . . . A dxip. 
But this is isomorphic to the direct sum of T copies of the de Rham complex with the 
coefficients in the polynomial algebra. Hence 
fPyCI,q N R’ 1 for p = 0, for p > 0. 
Thus the spectral sequence degenerates and we have 
HP(C, a> N 
dT for p = 0, 
0 for p > 0. 
q.e.d. 
A2. Proof of Theorem 3.2.2 
By the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we may suppose E = U x R’, 
where U is an adapted coordinate. We use the notations of Section 2.2 again. Then 
Q;((J,HE)*) N $ A .p; @ dxil A . . . A dxip, 
iE{l,...,r} 
and 
B(fp; @ dxil A . . . A dxip) 
=p;@f AdxilA...Adxip+&eN,,p;+rl @dxhdxil A...Adx+. 
Define now 
F”Q;((J,HE)*) := $ A .pf, @ dxil A . . . A dxip. 
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Then we again obtain a decreasing filtration compatible with d and hence a spectral 
sequence { E,P’“, cl,“}. It is easy to see that this converges to H*(U, (JEE)“) and 
E,P 21 A @ HP(D,d), 
where 
DP := $R. pi @ dzil A . . . A d&, 
and 
3 (pi @ dzil A . . . A d&j = &;+1, @ dsj A dzil A . . . A d&‘. 
It is easy to see that this complex is the direct sum of the r copies of {K,_,, a}, where 
{K,, a} is the Koszul complex of the polynomial algebra. Hence 
1 R’ HP(D,d) = o forp= 72, for P # n, 
whence 
HP(U, (JzE)*) N { $ 
forp= n, 
fov# n, 
Moreover, it is obvious that the inclusion 
I’(A” @ E*) - f$((.l,HE)*) = r(An @I (J,HE)*) 
induces an isomorphism 
q.e.d. 
A3. Proof of Theorem 3.3.1 
We can construct the double complex in Diagram 1. Since the vi’s are H-morphisms, 
the diagram commutes. By Theorem 3.2.1, all the vertical sequences except the left 
end one are exact and, by the hypothesis, all the horizontal sequences, except the top 
one, are exact. Hence, by the standard arguments in homological algebra, we obtain 
the therorem. q.e.d. 
A4. Proof of Theorem 3.3.3 
We have the double complex of Diagram 2. All the sequences are exact, except for 
the leftmost vertical one and the bottom one. Hence as before, we obtain the theorem 
by the standard arguments in the homological algebra. q.e.d. 
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Diagram 1 
0 0 0 
I .I. 1 
0 w ryF0) 2 IyFl) 5 Iv2 > 
D2 
4 . . . 
Diagram 2 
0 0 0 0 
L I J. 1 
O+-- f$#*) - &((J~Fo)*) +-- fl~((J~Fl)*) t sZ”H((J~F2)*) c . . . 
la -la la la 
O+- fl@*) - $&J~Fo)*) - s2~((J~Fl)*) t s2~((J~F2)*) t . . . 
la la la la 
la la kJ la 
0-fl;-‘(E*)-R;-‘((J,HFo)*) t s2;-‘((J~Fl)*) t R, “-‘((J,HFz)*) c . . . 
la la La la 
0- Rb(E*) - Qb((J:Fo)*) - R;i((J,HFl)*) - s2~((J~F2)*) c . . . 
.I. &I & LG 
0 c f%(FlY ;D+ $$(F;) t-... 
1 0: 
L I 1 
0 0 0 
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A5. Proof of Lemma 4.3.2 
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The necessity is obvious since (4.3.4)rJ,,,p with j > class (a) is exactly the condition 
(iii) of the C-involutiveness. 
Suppose, now, that R is C-involutive. We prove (4.3.4)~,,,~ by the induction on 
e = IPI. 
For ! = 1, this condition is true by the C-involutiveness. 
(i) Suppose that, for some t! > 1, the condition (4.3.4)p,,,, holds for all 
(P> a, P) E 
For /-L E M(n), put 
%(e+) := 
We prove 
2(e) := {(p, a,~) E 2 1 PI = e}. 
cu4 a, P) E W) 1 P + Q = 1-4. 
W4P,%P holds for (P, cqp) E I@, /L) (A.5.1), 
by induction on p with respect to the lexicographical ordering on M(n) . 
(ii) Suppose that, for some p with fI(e, p) # 0, (A.5.1),, holds for all ~1’ < p. Note 
that, when 
p = min (1~ I WY ~1 # 01, 
this assumption is trivially true. 
Let (p, a,p) E Qe, p). Put i := class (8) and p := ,D - 1;. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis (i), 
d+,P = d?'FdP 
+ c A-y,c~,~ d-@', 
where the summation is taken over the indices y, 6 and q satisfying 
7 << 6, 7 + 6 < o t j7, (6,q) E c, 
and (Y’,,?? are the unique solutions of 
cX’tj?=cr+p, pt < of 
(cf. Lemma 4.1.1). 
Applying d; to this equation, we obtain 
&F",P = &dbJ'dP 
t C(diA-y,~,q)dYFsTq + C A-y,6,q didYFsyq. 
Since 1; t y t 6 < 1; t a t p = a t ,8 and y + S < cr t p < cr + ,8 hold, the terms 
in the second and the third part have the form Cd7Fslq with y + S < CY + /3 = p, 
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whence, by the induction hypothesis (ii), these are expressed as C C,,s,,d~F’~q with 
Y K 6 (6 q) E c, 7 + 6 < P* 
Now consider the first term. If i 5 class (o’) then ,O’ := ,??’ + 1; satisfies p’ < Q’, 
/3’ + CX’ = p and hence (4.3.4)0,~,~ holds. Suppose now that i > j := class (a’). By the 
involutiveness of R, we have 
d.F”‘vP = diFCL’-l,+liyP + c Bk,r,qdkjPjqa 
z 
Applying dB’ to both sides, we obtain, 
&di+‘ff’>P = djd~‘Fa’-l~+li,P 
t c de’(Bk,r,qdkFY9q). 
y+lk<a’+li 
Since lj + p’ << (Y’ - lj + li, and the second term is the sum of terms of the form 
B&$‘Ylq with S $ y < Q’ + F + 1; = CY’ + /3’ = ,Q, the induction hypothesis (ii) again 
shows (4.3.4)p,,,,. q.e.d. 
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